


Buying and selling of goods and services

Takes place in market

Market is a place where the buyer and

seller meet to undertake business.



Seller Buyer

Transaction



Sec 2( c ): “Every promise and every set

of promises, forming the consideration

for each other is an agreement.”



 Base of modern business

 Promise made between parties and

performance is followed later on

 Breaking of a promise without incurring

liability follows endless complications



According to Sec 2(h), “An agreement

enforceable by law is a contract.”



Proposal + Acceptance = Promise

Promise + Consideration = Agreement

Agreement + Enforceability = 

CONTRACT



All contracts are agreements but all

agreements are not contracts.

Agreements of moral, religion or social

nature are not contracts.



Valid Contract

Void Contract



Implied Contract

Express Contract



Executory 

Contract

Executed 

Contract



Proposal and acceptance

Consideration

Capacity of parties to contract

Free consent

An agreement must not be expressly 

declared to be void

Writing and registration



There are two parties in a contract:

Proposer

Acceptor

PROPOSERACCEPTOR



Consideration 

for purchase 

of car



Major person Person having

a Sound mind

A person not 

disqualified by 

law from 

entering into 

contract



Consent

obtained

through free will

and without any

pressure







When one person signifies to another his

willingness to do or to abstain from doing

anything, with a view to obtaining the

assent of that other to such act or

abstinence he is said to make a proposal.



Request

Legal obligation

Definite, unambiguous and certain

Specific or general in nature

Express or implied 

Communication

Conditional 

Ready for acceptance









Specific offer

General offer



Express offer

Implied offer













Offer 

Express 
offer

Specific 
offer

General 
offer

Implied 
offer



A counter – offer is a rejection of the
original offer. It is a new offer. This new offer
over the original offer is called a counter
offer.



When the person to whom the proposal is

made signifies his assent thereto, the

proposal is said to be accepted. A proposal

when accepted becomes a promise.





Absolute and unqualified or unconditional

Mode or manner of acceptance

Communicated

Silence does not amount to acceptance

Acceptance of all terms of offer

Acceptance must be made by a certain

person

Performance of conditions of proposal

Person accepting offer must not be ignorant

about offer

Offer lapses after lapse of reasonable time



Acceptance must be unconditional.

Acceptance of a proposal with conditions

is no acceptance at all.



Acceptance can be expressed or implied,

depending on the need of the promisor.





Mere silence does not

amount to acceptance.

Mental acceptance is no

acceptance. Acceptance

to be completed must be

communicated by word

or conduct by the

acceptor.



All terms and conditions of the offer must

be accepted in order to have a complete

acceptance of the offer.



Acceptance must be made by certain

person who is known as acceptor.



Performance of the conditions of a proposal

is an acceptance of the proposal.



Acceptance must have the knowledge of the
proposal. If the act is done in ignorance of
the proposal it is no acceptance of the
proposal.



Acceptance must be given before the 

offer lapses or it is withdrawn.



When at the desire of the promisor, or

promisee or any other person has done

or abstained from doing, or promises to

do or to abstain from doing something,

such an act or abstinence or promise is

called a consideration for the promise.”



 It must move at the desire of the promisor

 It may move by the promisee

 It must be past, present or future

 It need not be adequate

 It must be real

 It must not be illegal, immoral or 

opposed to public policy







PAST CONSIDERATION
PRESENTCONSIDERATI

ON

FUTURE 

CONSIDERATION





REAL CONSIDERATION

FICTION CONSIDERATION





A third party cannot sue in case of breach 

of contract.



A trust or a charge

Marriage settlement

Family agreements

Contract with agent

Assignment of contract

Estoppel



Person qualified to enter in to a contract:

Person disqualified to enter into a 

contract:

1. a minor

2. unsound mind

3. other cases



A minor is any person who is below the

age of 18 years. In the following cases a

person is minor if he does not complete

21 years of age:

a. Any person under the Guardian and

Wards act, 1890

b. Any person who comes under

superintendence of law / legal

representation



According to sec 12, a person generally

sound, occasionally unsound can enter

into a contract when he is of sound mind.



ALIEN ENEMY

INSOLVENTCONVICT

COMPANY AGAINST MOA / AOA



According to Sec 14, consent is said to be 

free which is no caused by:

a. Coercion

b. Undue influence

c. Fraud

d. Misrepresentation

e. Mistake 



Committing or threatening to commit any
act which physically harms a person and
such act is forbidden by Indian Penal Code
1860.



A contract is said to be induced by undue

influence where parties are in such

condition that one party dominates the will

of other party to obtain unfair advantage.



Fraud occurs when one party deceives

the other party with an intention to

achieve something



Misrepresentation occurs when a person

positively asserts a fact is true when his

information does not warrant it be so,

though he believes it to be true.



Mistake by law Mistake of fact



Unlawful 
Consideration

Forbidden by 
law

Defeats the 
provision of 

law
Fraudulent 

Injures a 
person

Immoral act



Agreements against public policy

Trading with 
enemy

Agreem
ents 

made 
with 

citizen 
of alien 
country

Champa
rty 

A 
bargain 

for a 
share in 

legal 
proceed

ings

Maintenan
ce 

A person 
agrees to 

maintain a 
suit in 

which he 
has no legal 

interest

Stifling 
prosecution

An 
agreeme
nt to not 

to 
prosecute 

an 
offender

Marriage 
brokerage 
agreement

Agree
ment 
made 
to pay 
money 

for 
marria

ge



Breaking of contract due to violation of

terms and conditions of the contract by

one party or both parties.



Remedies for breach of contract

Suit for 
specific 

performance

Suit for 
injunction

Suit for 
damages 

for the loss 
sustained

Quantum 
meritum




